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The existence of a new carbon allotrope family with four-
membered rings as a key unit has been recently predicted with
quantum chemical calculations. This family includes carbon
allotropes in prism-, polymerized prism-, sheet-, tube-, and wavy-
forms. An atypical bond property has been observed in this
series of carbon structures, which differs from the typical sp3,
sp2, and sp hybridizations. The lowest energy barrier from
some of the equilibrium states of the carbon structures has
been determined with the SHS-ADDF (scaled-hypersphere-
search combined with the anharmonic downward distortion
following) method within the GRRM software program

package. The height of the barriers indicates that the well is
deep enough for the carbon structures to exist. This class of
carbon allotropes is expected to be energy-reservoirs with
extra energy of 100–350 kJ mol−1 per one carbon atom. This
article presents the structures, energies and reactivity of the
carbon allotropes with four-membered ring structures as well
as the background of the findings in the context of the global
exploration of potential energy surfaces. © 2018 Wiley Periodi-
cals, Inc.

DOI:10.1002/jcc.25556

Introduction

Carbon is a ubiquitous element that composes many kinds of
substance.[1] Various kinds of carbon allotropes are known, such
as diamond, graphite, fullerenes,[2] carbon nanotubes,[3] and
graphenes.[4] Carbon atoms can form covalent bonds from sin-
gle to triple bonds and also the noncovalent types of bond
formed due to a weak force, for example, the van der Waals
bond. The typical CC bond-lengths of the triple, double, conju-
gated double, single, and van der Waals bonds are about 0.12,
0.13, 0.14, 0.15, and 0.34 nm, respectively. The CCC bond angle
can take a wide range from 60! to 180!, which can be found
for various types of hydrocarbons, such as cycloprpane (60!),
cubane (90!), benzene (120!), and allene (180!). The valence
theory of chemical bonds[5] can be applied to understand the
structures and properties of a wide range of chemical struc-
tures, and various important carbon structures have been dis-
covered within the valence bond theory. For instance, there is a
carbon nanobelt family,[6] which has been recently developed
within the valence bond theory. They are composed of hexago-
nal benzenoid rings, which are familiar aromatic hydrocarbons
such as phenanthrene and chrysene. The carbon element still
shows us unexpected structures, which can be not only within
the valence bond theory but also beyond this theory.

The recent developments of computational chemistry have
provided advanced methods to search the stationary points
and reaction pathways on potential energy surfaces (PES),
which can be applied to the elucidation of chemical structures
and reactions.[7,8]7,8 Chemical structures can be found as min-
ima or equilibrium points (EQs), and transition structures (TSs)
are located at the first-order saddle points on PES. The reaction
pathways from a TS can be calculated as the intrinsic reaction
coordinates (IRCs),[9] which lead to EQs or dissociation channels

(DCs) to the forward and the backward directions from the sad-

dle point. TSs are often difficult to be located on PES in the

reaction analysis. A solution of this problem was given by the

methods called the anharmonic downward distortion following

(ADDF) in 2004[10–12] and the artificial force induced reaction

(AFIR) methods in 2010.[13–15] Both of the methods can be

applied to the systematic exploration of global reaction route

mappings (GRRM).[16]

The purpose of this article is to review the computational

studies on the exploration of new carbon structures based on

quantum chemical calculations of PES. Carbon structures have

been intensively studied, and a comprehensive review about

various forms of carbon structures was published in 2015.[17]

Theoretical studies concerning low-lying crystal structures have

been also recently reviewed.[18] Therefore, we will focus only on

our recent findings of a new class of carbon structures, which
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include four-membered rings as a key unit.[19–22] These carbon

structures consist of an atypical bond property, which does not

belong to any of the typical sp3, sp2, and sp hybridizations. We

have theoretically indicated the possibility of the existence of

this class of carbon structures in prism-,[19] polymerized

prism-,[20] sheet-,[20] tube-,[21] and wavy forms.[22] We will

describe the details of the geometries and electronic structures of

them as well as the background of the studies related to the

known structures of hydrocarbons with four-membered carbon

rings, for example, cyclobutadiene and prismanes. The idea of this

carbon structure project was risen through the stimulus discus-

sions at the symposium for celebrating 80th anniversary of Pro-

fessor Dr. Keiji Morokuma, which was held on January 23, 2015,

at Fukui Institute for Fundamental Chemistry in Kyoto, Japan.

Computational Methods

The Gaussian 09 program (G09)[23] was used for the electronic-
state calculations. The GRRM14[24] software program package
was used for (1) a geometry optimization starting from a given
initial structure, (2) finding energy barriers from an EQ, and
(3) a global PES exploration for a given atomic composition
specified with a molecular formula. Detailed specifications of
the calculations will be shown in the following sections.

Exploration of structures and reaction pathways with

SHS-ADDF

The explorations of structures and reaction pathways in this
study were done by using the scaled-hypersphere-search (SHS)
method combined with the ADDF technique (SHS-ADDF)[10–12]

within GRRM14. SHS-ADDF is used to trace on PES. It makes it
possible to find all of the reaction pathways and TSs from an
EQ. This method uses scaled hyperspheres at the energy min-
ima to detect the uphill directions of reaction pathways toward
TS. Once a TS is found, IRCs are confirmed, which trace from
the TS to both of the downhill directions to reach EQ or DC, by
a conventional technique, such as the steepest decent
method.[7,8] This procedure is repeated at all of the located EQs
and produces a reaction channel network, which is composed
of EQ-TS-EQ and EQ-TS-DC pathways.[10–12]

Confirmation of chemical bonds using QTAIM

The property of Chemical bonds was confirmed as the bond
paths in a molecular graph defined in the scheme of the Quan-
tum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM),[25] which is imple-
mented in AIM2000[26] software. We calculated the bond paths
values based on the electron-density distributions obtained by
using G09.

Periodic boundary condition calculations

Optimization of the periodic structures was performed in the
periodic boundary conditions (PBC) by using G09. The periodic
structures were calculated at the RHF/STO-3G level. The initial
translational vectors were specified in each of the cases so as
to form appropriate CC bonds between adjacent units.

Results and Discussions

Global exploration of isomers and reaction pathways for C4H4

We started with a global PES exploration in the ground singlet
state for C4H4 by SHS-ADDF method to find all the isomers with
reaction pathways and obtained 32 EQs and 171 TSs at the
B3LYP/6–31G(d) level.[19] We chose this level to reduce compu-
tational cost. The decision was made also based on the fact that
the calculations for H2CO at the restricted B3LYP/6–31G(d) level
explored the same major structures in low energy as those
explored at the unrestricted level, which gave in addition some
configurations in considerably high energy such as radical frag-
ments and roaming channels.[27,28]

Part of the explored results by the B3LYP/6–31G(d) level is
shown in Figure 1. The EQs are the minima, which are with the
serial numbers in ascending order of the potential energy. The
relative energy with respect to EQ0 is shown for each EQ. The
number labeled on a line connecting two EQs is the TS energy
relative to EQ0. The energy unit is kJ mol−1. The EQ0 is the
most stable isomer, vinylacetylene HC C CH CH2 (1). The sec-
ond lowest isomer EQ1 is cumulene 2, H2C C C CH2 (D2h,
8.0 kJ mol−1). The third EQ2 is methylenecyclopropane 3 (C2v,
85.3 kJ mol−1).

The results showed that cyclobutadiene 4 (EQ4) is a relatively
stable isomer: This is located at the third hop of the reaction
path from 1 to tetrahedrane 5 (EQ15), where the highest
energy barrier is 412.3 kJ mol−1 between EQ9 and 4 (EQ4). The
four-membered ring is a known structure unit, which composes
cubane, for example, but has gotten less attentions compared
to the larger rings, such as five-, six-, and seven-membered
rings. However, the results inferred the possibility of the exis-
tence of more structures with four-membered rings.

Partial exploration of isomers and reaction pathways for C6H4

A next target for the exploration of isomers and reaction
pathways was C6H4. We conducted exploration calculations
limited to low energy isomers instead of global search, so that
we would be able to determine the energy level of the struc-
tures with four-membered rings relative to the isomers in
rather low energy level.[19] We did the calculations by the
large-ADDF (LADD) option of the GRRM14 program and
obtained 356 EQs and 1061 TSs with LADD = 5 at the
B3LYP/6–31G(d) level.

The global, second, third, and fourth minima within this search
were o-benzyne 6 (1,2-didehydrobenzene, EQ0, C2v), m-benzyne
7 (bicyclo[3.1.0]hexa-1,3,5-triene, EQ1, C2v, 46.7 kJ mol−1), vinyl
diacetylene 8 (hex-1-en-3,5-diyne, EQ2, C1, 48.0 kJ mol−1), and
1,2,3,4,5-hexapentaene 9 (EQ3, D2h, 70.4 kJ mol−1), respectively.
The highest minimum was EQ355 with 684.0 kJ mol−1 relative to
the global minimum EQ0. Some of the interesting isomers of
C6H4 explored in this study are shown in Figure 2. There are sev-
eral structures with four-membered rings, including butalene
(10), EQ22. The structure 10 was in a D2h symmetry with
240.3 kJ mol−1 relative to EQ0. This is the 23rd minimum and is
accounted to be a rather low energy level.
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Exploration of ladder carbons

The stability of butalene 10 observed in the C6H4 isomer explo-
ration encouraged us to increase the number of four-
membered rings toward a ladder form. Then, we extended it to
C10H4 (11) and obtained a structure in a C2v symmetry at the
B3LYP/6–31G(d) level.[19] The optimized structure formed a
curve shape, whereas C4H4 and C6H4 are in a planar shape of a
D2h symmetry (Fig. 3). The central CCC bond angle along the
ladder edge was 142! . We increased the number of carbon
atoms and conducted geometry optimizations of C2nH4 starting
from a planer shape and found that they converged to a wavy
form in different patterns, which led us to find wavy carbons, as
will be seen in a later section.

Exploration of prism-C2n

The curved ladder structures gave us a hint to build a circular
ladder structure without hydrogen atoms, and we obtained a
C20, which is composed of two decagon rings connected to
each other with 10 vertical bonds, in a D10h symmetry at the
B3LYP/6–31G(d) level (Fig. 4).[19] We named this new carbon
allotrope prism-C20 12. The length of the bond in the decagon
ring is 0.144 nm, and that of the vertical bond is 0.148 nm.
These lengths lay between single (ca. 0.154 nm) and aromatic
(ca. 0.140 nm) CC bonds. The bond angle of each of the squares
is 90.0!. All of the Hessian eigenvalues were found to be posi-
tive that confirmed the local minimum structure. We performed
further geometry optimizations in the ground singlet state at

Figure 1. Part of the reaction channels
for C4H4. TSs are shown as blue dots with
their energies in kJ mol−1.

Figure 2. Some interesting isomers of C6H4 found by
the exploration limited to low energy structures. The
EQs are numbered in the ascending order of energy
relative to o-benzyne (6), the global minimum EQ0
within this search.
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the B3LYP/6–311++G(d,p), B3LYP/6–311++G(2d,2p), B3LYP/cc-
pVDZ, and B3LYP/cc-pVTZ levels to make sure the optimized
structure and obtained the same geometry in three digits of
the xyz-coordinates as that obtained at the B3LYP/6–31G
(d) level. The relative energy of 12 per one carbon atom was
determined to be 135.14 kJ mol−1 with respect to the fullerene
C60 molecule at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) level.

We confirmed the chemical bond property of 12 based on
the bond paths values (Fig. 5). Figure 5A shows that the carbon
atoms are connected by the bond paths with bond-critical
points (BCP) denoted as red dots. The electron densities at the
BCPs are 0.2700 and 0.2688 au for the ring and the side bonds,
respectively. They are in the normal values indicating ordinary
chemical bonds, whereas the other regions show lower density:
The electron density at the ring critical points (RCP, yellow dots)
at the center of squares and at the center of the decagon rings
are 0.1090 and 0.0012 au, respectively, and that of the cage crit-
ical point (CCP, a green dots) at the body center is 0.00077 au.

The van der Waals surface is shown in Figure 5B. The size of
12 can be estimated from its diameter of 0.465 nm and the side
bond length of 0.148 nm as well as the van der Waals radii of
carbon, 0.170 nm. The thickness of the van der Waals envelope
of 12 is 0.488 nm, the outer diameter is 0.807 nm, and the inner
diameter of the hole is 0.127 nm. The size of the inner hole
seems to be too small for repulsive particles, but it may capture
some positive ions with attractive forces.

Figures 5C–5E show electron density contours for the ring
plane, the square plane, and the cutting plane, respectively.
The outer thick curves at the density of 0.004686 au indicate
the molecular surface corresponding to the van der Waals sur-
face. The contour curves are shown at ρ = a × 2n, where
a = 0.00625 au and n = 0, 1, 2, """. The BCP, RCP, and CCP points
are also shown in Figures 5C–5E. The doughnut hole of the
molecular surface can be recognized in Figures 5B, 5C, and 5E.

We investigated the reaction channels associated to 12 in a
D10h symmetry by using the SHS-ADDF method.[10–12] The low-
est barrier of the reaction pathway from 12 was 158.0 kJ mol−1

(1.638 eV) after the zero point vibrational energy (ZPVE) correc-
tions. This barrier is much larger than thermal energies. This is a
reaction of bond breaking at the two neighboring side bonds
(13, Fig. 6). The octagon ring in 13 is fused with the two deca-
gon rings by sharing double, triple, and double bonds. This
alternate double and triple bond pattern is the same as that in
the monocyclic C20 ring.[19] It is assumed that the side bond is
more breakable than the bond in the decagon ring because of
the higher stability of the decagon rings. This new carbon allo-
trope 12 with a large relative energy per one carbon atom
(135.14 kJ mol−1) but with the thermal stability may possibly
have a function to be a chemical energy reservoir.

Figure 4. Prism-C20 12 in D10h

Figure 5. A) Bond paths and electron-density critical points of prism-C20 12.
B) The van der Waals surface. C) Electron density contours for the ring plane.
D) Electron density contours for the square shape including neighboring
side bonds. E) Electron density contours for the cutting plane including the
central symmetry axis and four carbon atoms.

Figure 3. Ladder carbon structures. Cyclobutadiene C4H4 5 (top left, D2h),
butalene C6H4 10 (top right, D2h), and a condensed cyclobutadienoid C10H4

11 (bottom, C2v).
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We investigated several sizes of the prism C2n (n = 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20) at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) level and deter-
mined the structures for all of the sizes in C3v, Cs, D8h, D3h, D10h,
D4h, D14h, C8v, C2h, and D20h symmetry, respectively. The struc-
tures excepting n = 6 and 7 are shown in Figure 7. The poly-
gons of C16 (n = 8), C20 (n = 10), C28 (n = 14), and C40 (n = 20)
were a regular form with the same bond lengths in the ring,
whereas the polygons of C12 (n = 6), C14 (n = 7), C18 (n = 9), C24
(n = 12), C32 (n = 16), and C36 (n = 18) were slightly deformed
from the regular polygons. The energies and bond lengths of
prism-C2n are listed in Table 1. The prism-C2n larger than n = 20
could not be determined. Instead, we found that the large poly-
gons turned to be in a wavy form. This finding led us to deter-
mine another type of carbon allotropes called wavy carbons, as
will be described in a later section.

Exploration of polymerized prism-C2n.

The findings of the prism-C2n structures stimulated us to
explore the diversity of the carbon structures with four-
membered rings as a key unit. Then, we investigated the possi-
bility of several types of carbon allotrope and determined poly-
merized prism-C2n,

[20] prism-C2n sheets,[20] prism-Cn tubes,[21]

and wavy Cn structures.
[22] We will describe about the polymeri-

zation of prism-C2n in this section.
The bond lengths of prism-C2n are in about 0.144–0.148 nm.

They are shorter than the typical single bond (0.154 nm) and
are assumed to have unsaturated bond characters. Therefore,
we decided to explore the possibility of the polymerization of
prism-C2n and obtained a dimer of prism-C16 (14, Fig. 8A) and a
trimer of prism-C24 (15, Fig. 8C) structures.

Geometry optimization calculations were done with ade-
quate cares for tightness of minimization, updating timing of
Hessians, and ultra-fine grids in density functional calculations.
Harmonic vibrational modes were calculated to confirm stable
equilibrium structures with no imaginary frequencies as well as
to perform ZPVE corrections. Initial minimization calculations

for 14 and 15 were done at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) level starting
from two prism-C16 units in a D8h symmetry and from three
prism-C24 units in a D12h symmetry, respectively. They were
placed in parallel to face one another at their four-membered
rings with a distance of 0.157 nm. The initial structure of the tri-
mer was a set of the three units arranged to be trigonal and
joined each other via cuboid bridges at a threefold symmetry.
We optimized the results at the B3LYP/6–31G(d). Further, re-
optimization calculations were performed at the higher levels
of B3LYP/6–311++G(2d,2p), B3LYP/cc-pVDZ, and B3LYP/cc-pVTZ
and confirmed the obtained geometries to be very similar to
that at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) level. The chemical bond properties
in those equilibrium structures were well reproduced even at
the lower levels, such as RHF/STO-3G and RHF/3-21G.

The dimer of prism-C16 14 converged to a D2h symmetry as
shown in Figure 8A. The lengths of the bonds in the cuboid
bridge and belonging to the octagon rings (C1 C8, C9 C16,
C1’ C8’, and C9’ C16’) are about 0.161 nm, and the other
bonds in the cuboid bridge are about 0.158 nm, which are in
the range of the CC single bond. This means, that the cuboid
bridge is composed of single bonds. The prism structures in 14

are slightly deformed from the D8h symmetry of the original
prism-C16 structure (0.143 nm on the octagon, and 0.153 nm on
the side):[19] The lengths of the vertical bonds, C1 C1’, C2 C2’,
C3 C3’, and C4 C4’, are 0.158 nm, 0.147, 0.161, and 0.147 nm,
respectively. The lengths of the horizontal bonds in the octagon
rings, C1 C8, C1 C2, C2 C3, C3 C4, and C4 C5, are 0.161,
0.151, 0.141, 0.141, and 0.151 nm, respectively. We noticed that
the lengths of C2 C3 and C3 C4 were rather short (0.141 nm),
which is in the range of unsaturated CC bonds. Then we came
up with an idea to look into the possibility of further polymeri-
zation of these units and obtained sheet structures composed
of the prism-C16 units, as will be shown in the next section.

Figure 8B shows the results of the bond paths analysis for 14
in the same manner as that in Figure 5. The electron density
values on the BCPs at the four joint bonds are all 0.217 au, and
those at the prisms are between 0.202 to 0.291 au. These values
indicate that the chemical bonds drawn in Figure 8A are rele-
vant. The electron density values on the RCPs at the center of
the squares are between 0.07 and 0.11 au, and those at the
center of the octagon rings are all 0.004 au. The electron den-
sity value on the CCPs at the body center of the cuboid bridge

Figure 6. Reaction product 13 via a lowest barrier from prism-C20 12.

Figure 7. C16, C18, C20, C24, C28, C32, C36, and C40 of the prism carbon family
confirmed by B3LYP/6–31G(d) calculations.
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is 0.028, and the both values at the body centers of the prisms
are 0.004 au. These electronic density values are much smaller
than that on the BCPs.

The trimer of prism-C24 15 converged to a D3h symmetry as
shown in Figure 8C. The lengths of the 12 bonds in the cuboid
bridge but not belonging to the decagon rings (e.g., C12 C13
and C11 C14) are 0.157–0.159 nm. The results show that the

cuboid bridges are composed of single bonds. This is the same
tendency observed in the dimer 14. The lengths of the bonds
in the decagon rings (e.g., C1 C2 and C2 C3) are between
0.135 and 0.159 nm, and the lengths of the vertical bonds at
the side faces (e.g., C1 C10 and C2 C2’) are between 0.144
and 0.162 nm. As we saw in the octagon rings of 14, we found
the unsaturated type of bond lengths (0.135–0.141 nm) also in

Table 1. Relative energies per one carbon atom (kJ mol−1) and bond lengths (nm) for prism and wavy carbon structures.[a]

Relative energy (EI)[b] Vertical bond length[c]
Bond length in polygon[d]

1–2 2–3 3–4 4–5 5–6

Prism-C16 (D8h) 133.87 0.153 0.143
Prism-C18 (D3h) 140.35 0.152 0.148 0.146 0.140
Prism-C20 (D10h) 12 135.14 0.148 0.144
Prism-C24 (D4h) 141.59 0.146 0.157 0.141 0.157
Prism-C28 (D14h) 138.36 0.151 0.143
Prism-C32 (C8v) 141.07 0.148 0.143 0.146
Prism-C36 (C2h) 143.05 0.146 0.157 0.141 0.151
Prism-C40 (D20h) 142.38 0.150 0.144
D6h prism-C12 sheet A 16 96.65 0.156 0.157
D2h prism-C12 sheet B 17 129.02 0.158 0.156 0.157 0.158
D4h prism-C16 sheet C 18 136.97 0.157 0.156 0.158
D6h prism-C24 sheet D 19 148.73 0.157 0.156 0.158
D4h prism-C24 sheet E 20 160.34 0.157 0.133 0.153 0.158
Prism-C3 tube 252.92 0.159 0.153
Prism-C4 tube 242.16 0.160 0.158
Prism-C5 tube 217.81 0.160 0.157
Prism-C6 tube 226.90 0.160 0.157
Prism-C7 tube 244.26 0.160 0.157
Prism-C8 tube 257.83 0.160 0.157
Prism-C10 tube 285.95 0.161 0.158
Prism-C12 tube 307.07 0.161 0.158
Prism-C14 tube 323.33 0.161 0.159
Prism-C16 tube 336.10 0.161 0.159
Prism-C18 tube 346.20 0.161 0.159
Prism-C20 tube 354.34 0.161 0.160
Wavy-C2 sheet 28 205.92 0.161 0.154
Wavy-C6 sheet 29 229.19 0.161 0.154 0.158
Wavy-C8 sheet 30 241.80 0.161 0.153 0.158 0.159
Wavy-C36 tube 31 252.89 0.161 0.158 0.153 0.157 0.159 0.160

[a] Calculation levels were B3LYP/6–31G(d) for prsim-C2n and RHF/STO-3G for prism sheets, prism tubes, and wavy carbons.
[b] Relative energies are given per one carbon atom, and denoted as energetic index, EI (see text). For prsim-C2n, relative energies are measured with respect to fullerene C60 mole-
cule. For wavy carbons, prism tubes, and prism sheets, relative energies are measured with respect to graphene.
[c] Lengths of the bonds vertical to the largest polygon. For nonequivalent bonds, values are added.
[d] Lengths of the bonds in the polygon. For nonequivalent bonds, values are added, according to the numbering in respective figures.

Figure 8. Prism-C16 dimer 14 in D2h

and Prism-C24 trimer 15 in D3h. A)
Two prism-C16 units of 14 are
connected to each other via four
joint single bonds in a cuboid
bridge. B) Bond paths and electron
density critical points of 14. A bond
path with a BCP is shown as a red
dot. RCP and CCP are denoted as
yellow and green dots, respectively.
C) Three prism-C24 units of 15 are
connected to each other with four
joint single bonds in a cuboid
bridge.
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the dodecagon rings at C3 C4, C4 C5, and C6 C7, which led
us to the sheet structures.

The height of the lowest energy barriers from 14 was 34.3 and
33.4 kJ mol−1 at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) and B3LYP/cc-pVDZ levels,
respectively. The barriers are associated to the same reaction,
where two vertical bonds belonging to the cuboid bridge and to
the same prism structure (e.g., C1 C10 and C8 C8’) undergo
breaking. The energy of the reaction product was −632.5,
and − 625.8 kJ mol−1 relative to 14, at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) and
B3LYP/cc-pVDZ levels, respectively. The height of the lowest
energy barrier from 15 at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) level was
30.3 kJ mol−1, which is associated to a reaction, where two adja-
cent vertical bonds belonging to the same cuboid bridge and to
different prism structures (e.g., C11 C110 and C14 C14’)
undergo breaking. The energy of the reaction product was
−583.4 kJ mol−1 relative to 15 at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) level. The
energy barrier of about 30 kJ mol−1 (ca. 2500 cm−1) corresponds
to the range of the binding energies of hydrogen bonds (1–-
155 kJ mol−1). The results indicate that these polymerized prism-
C2n structures would be stable enough to observe at low temper-
ature but are thermally metastable at high temperature.

Exploration of prism-C2n-sheets

Next direction of the exploration was to double–layered carbon
sheet structures. The prism-C2n-sheet structures were constructed

by arranging the prism-C2n units (n = 6, 8, and 12) in several pat-
terns.[20] It is a kind of extension of the polymerized prism-C2n.
The calculations were done at the RHF/STO-3G level. Prism–C12
and C16 sheets were calculated also at the RHF/3-21G level. The
unit cell of PBC contains one prism structure, which was initiated
from a regular polygon prism with the bond lengths in the poly-
gons and the vertical side bonds to be 0.144 and 0.150 nm,
respectively. Initial two-dimensional (2D) translation vectors were
set to be at an angle of 60! or 90! with a nearest distance of
0.157 nm between the prism-C2n units. All of the coordinates
were optimized in the repeated procedures of the PBC calcula-
tions. The energies relative to the graphene sheet were estimated
at the same calculation level and were normalized per one car-
bon atom to compare between different sizes of carbon unit-cell.

The geometry optimization calculations with the 2D PBCs
resulted in the several types of periodic arrays of prism carbons
as shown in Figures 9–11: prism-C12-sheet-A in a D6h symmetry
(16, Fig. 9A), prism-C12-sheet-B in a D2h symmetry (17, Fig. 9B),
prism-C16-sheet-C in a D4h symmetry (18, Fig. 10), prism-C24-
sheet-D in a D6h symmetry (19, Fig. 11B), and prism-C24-sheet-E
in a D4h symmetry (20, Fig. 11B). The calculations were done for
infinite systems, but the lattices cut at certain ranges are visual-
ized in Figures 9–11. Translation vectors a and b are shown by
arrows. As will be described below, all of the bonds in 16–19

are considered to be single bonds according to the bond
lengths. Both of the single- and double-bond lengths are
observed only in 20.

The type of all the carbon atoms of 16 is equivalent: Each
of the carbon atoms connects to four atoms. The bond
lengths of the hexagonal bonds and vertical bonds are 0.1566
and 0.1562 nm at the RHF/STO-3G level, and 0.1566 and
0.1583 nm at the RHF/3-21G level, respectively. The structure
of 16 looks like a double layered graphene sheets, but all of
the bonds are single bond. This suggests that the prism 16

has a different property of an electron system from the π

electron conjugation system.

Figure 9. Two types of prism-C12 sheets. A) Prism-C12-sheet-A in a D6h

symmetry (16). Prism-C12 units are condensed forming a hexagonal sheet of
equivalent carbon atoms bonded with four adjacent carbon atoms. B) Prism-
C12-sheet-B in a D2h symmetry (17). Prism-C12 units are connected by cuboid
bridges in the y-direction and by rectangle bridges in the x-direction.

Figure 10. Prism-C16-sheet-C in a D4h symmetry (18). Prism-C16 units are
connected by cuboid bridges in both of the x- and y-directions.
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Different bond lengths were observed in the cuboid and
rectangular bridges of 17. The bond lengths of the vertical
bonds in the cuboid and rectangular bridges are 0.1561 and
0.1580 nm at the RHF/STO-3G level, and 0.1579 and
0.1607 nm at the RHF/3-21G level, respectively. Therefore, the
shape of the sheet is not completely flat. The horizontal bond
lengths are in the range between 0.156 and 0.160 nm. All of
the vertical bond length of 18 are the same, which is 0.1568
and 0.1590 nm at the RHF/STO-3G and RHF/3-21G levels,
respectively, that means, it is completely flat. The horizontal
bond lengths in the bridges are longer than the others: The
horizontal and the other bond lengths are 0.1577 and
0.1558 nm at the RHF/STO-3G level, and 0.1591 and
0.1553 nm at the RHF/3-21G level, respectively. The cuboid
bridges in 18 are approximately cubic with almost the same
bond length of 0.1568–0.1577 and 0.1590–0.1591 nm at the
RHF/STO-3G and RHF/3-21G levels, respectively.

The structure 19 is composed of dodecagon prisms con-
nected to each other by the joint bonds of 0.1578 nm in the
cuboid bridges. All of the vertical bond length of 19 are the
same, which is 0.1567 nm, that means, it is completely flat. The
bond lengths of the dodecagon rings are 0.1561–0.1579 nm,
which are slightly deformed from the regular dodecagon in a
D12h symmetry.

The decagon prism structures in 20 are considerably
deformed from the regular dodecagon prism. The vertical bond
length in the cuboid bridges (e.g., C1 C1’) is 0.1574 nm, and
the other vertical bond length (e.g., C2 C2’) is 0.1327 nm. This
double bond property is observed only for the vertical bonds of
the cuboid bridges. The horizontal bond lengths (e.g., C3 C4)
are in the range of 0.1532–0.1583 nm.

The energies per one carbon atom of 16–20 relative to the
graphene sheet are 96.65, 129.02, 136.97, 148.73, and
160.34 kJ mol−1, respectively. This means that the prism carbon
sheets are thermodynamically less stable than the graphene
sheet. But these relative energies are not high enough to break
bonds in the array, as considering the typical carbon–carbon
bond energies (348, 614, and 839 kJ mol−1 for single-, double-,
and triple bonds, respectively[29]).

The thickness of the prism carbon sheets is estimated to be
about 0.49–0.50 nm from the longest vertical bond lengths
(0.15–0.16 nm) and the standard van der Waals radius of carbon
atom (0.17 nm). Therefore, this class of carbon allotropes can
belong to the carbon nano-sheet family. The energies and bond
lengths of 16–20 are listed in Table 1.

Exploration of prism carbon tube

Further exploration was made for carbon tube structures by axi-
ally connecting the Cn (n = 3–20) ring units of regular poly-
gons.[21] The tube structures were optimized with using PBC of
G09. To reduce computational demands and to remove difficul-
ties of PBC calculations arising from large basis functions, PBC
optimized structures of the prism carbon sheets were obtained
at the RHF/STO-3G level. We chose this minimal-basis for
ab initio calculations based on the studies on prism-C2n and
prism carbon sheets. We have been working on further investi-
gations of periodic systems at higher levels. However, we
describe here only the previous results,[20–22] that showed the
main characteristics of periodic carbon systems enough at the
level.

The initial unit cell contained a regular polygon structure Cn
ring with an initial bond length of 0.150 nm. The initial one-
dimensional translation vector was set to be at an angle of 90!

with a spacing of 0.160 nm between the Cn ring units. In the
PBC calculations, all coordinates were optimized through
repeated procedures. The relative energies with respect to the
monolayer graphene sheet were estimated at the same calcula-
tion level and were normalized per one carbon atom to com-
pare between different sizes of carbon unit-cell.

Figure 12 shows the shapes of the explored prism-Cn tubes
(n = 3–8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20). All Cn rings were optimized
to respective regular polygons, though the sizes were slightly
changed from the initial ones; the bond lengths on the poly-
gons (0.1526–0.1597 nm) were nearly equal to or only slightly
longer than the typical CC single bond length of 0.154 nm. The
optimized bond lengths between the neighboring polygons
corresponding to the optimized translational vector along the
tube axis are 0.1591–0.1614 nm, which are also only slightly
longer than the single CC bond length of 0.154 nm. All carbon
atoms are equivalent and connected with four neighboring car-
bon atoms via single bonds. This situation of four single-bond
connections is similar to the sp3 hybridization in diamond, but
the large deformation from the tetrahedral angle may cause
the elongation of the bonds slightly from the typical
single bond.

The relative energies of the prism–Cn tubes per one carbon
atom with respect to the energy value for graphene at the
same level of electronic calculations were listed in Table 1 in
comparison with other types of prism carbons. The most ener-
getically stable one is the prism-C5 tube. The second is the

Figure 11. Two types of the prism-
C24 sheet. A) Prism-C24-sheet-D in a
D6h symmetry (19). B) Prism-C24-
sheet-E in a D4h symmetry (20).
Prism-C24 units are connected by
cuboid bridges in both of 19 and 20.
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prism-C6 tube, which is only slightly (9.1 kJ mol−1) higher than
the prism-C5 tube. Appearance of the minimum in the relative
energies may well be ascribed to the interplay between the
decreasing steric strains in the polygons and the increasing ste-
ric strains of four neighboring bonds approaching the crossed
connections at each carbon atom within a plane. We could not
obtain larger prism tubes for n > 20, which seems to be due to
the very strong strain in the nearly planar crossed geometry of
four bonds at each carbon atom.

The radius of the polygon increases from 0.088 nm (n = 3) to
0.510 nm (n = 20). Accordingly, the outer size of each tube can
be estimated as 0.258–0.680 nm by simply adding the van der
Waals radius (0.17 nm) of a carbon atom. Prism tubes for n > 6
with radii larger than 0.17 nm can have an inner hole radius,
which would be estimated as 0.01–0.34 nm by subtracting
0.17 nm from the radius of the respective polygon. Although
the inner radii for n < 12 are too small to incorporate some
molecules, large prism tubes of n = 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20 may
possibly include small molecules such as H2 in the inner holes.

Barrier heights around prism tube structures

To estimate the thermal stability of the prism tube structures,
the barrier heights along reaction pathways surrounding the
equilibrium geometries were studied for tri[4]prismane (C12H8)
21 and tri[6]prismane (C18H12) 22 by the SHS-ADDF method.
ZPVE corrections were made for both of the equilibrium and
transition structures. For reducing computation time, the large
ADDF (LADD) and the FirstOnly options in GRRM14 were used.
The LADD option limits ADDF to larger anharmonic downward
distortions that cut off high energy pathways. The FirstOnly
option limits the ADDF search only around the started equilib-
rium structure.

A C12H8 structure in a D4h symmetry with a prism C4-like car-
bon skeleton is known as dicubane (tri[4]prismane) 21.[30–32]

Starting from the structure of 21, many reaction pathways were
automatically explored at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) level. Figure 13A
shows the lowest energy barrier pathway from the D4h dicu-
bane structure (EQ1) to the more stable D2h dicubene[31] struc-
ture (EQ2) via the transition structure (TS1/2). The barrier height
between EQ1 and TS1/2 was determined to be 81.6 kJ mol−1

after ZPVE corrections. In dicubene (EQ2), two CC bonds of the
middle four-membered ring of dicubane (EQ1) are broken to
produce a hexagonal prism structure with six four-membered
rings on its side faces. In dicubene, four carbon atoms with no
CH bonds constitute two sets of CC double bonds in a D2h

geometry. The dicubene structure was reported in the earlier
study of 21.[32] The structural change from dicubane to dicu-
bene releases a large amount of isomerization energy of
473.0 kJ mol−1 after ZPVE corrections.

A C18H12 structure in a D6h symmetry with a prism C6-like car-
bon skeleton is known as tri[6]prismane 22.[30] Starting from
the structure of 22, reaction pathways were automatically
explored at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) level. Figure 13B shows the
lowest energy barrier pathway from the D6h structure of 22

(EQ1) to the more stable D3h structure (EQ2) via the transition
structure (TS1/2). The barrier height between EQ1 and TS1/2
was determined to be 83.6 kJ mol−1 after ZPVE corrections. In
the D3h structure (EQ2), six carbon atoms with no CH bonds
constitute three sets of CC double bonds. The structural change
from the D6h structure to the more stable D3h structure releases
a large amount of isomerization energy of 475.8 kJ mol−1 after
ZPVE corrections.

Figure 13. The lowest energy barrier pathways
for 21 and 22. A) The lowest pathway from the
D4h tri[4]prismane (21) structure of dicubane
(EQ1) to the more stable D2h structure of
dicubene (EQ2) via the transition structure
(TS1/2). B) The lowest pathway from the D6h tri
[6]prismane (22) structure (EQ1) to the more
stable D3h structure (EQ2) via the transition
structure (TS1/2). Energies are shown without
ZPVE corrections with respect to the lower
energy equilibrium structure of EQ2. Reaction
path lengths along the intrinsic reaction
coordinates are shown with respect to the TS
position in the standard unit of Å amu1/2.

Figure 12. Prism-Cn tubes (n = 3–8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20).
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The values of about 80 kJ mol−1 obtained for the lowest
energy barriers for D4h C12H8 21 and D6h C18H12 22 structures
suggest that the prism-Cn tube structures can be thermally sta-
ble enough to exist. Note that the bond breaking only occurs at
polygons and that the bond breaking does not occur at axial
bonds along the tube axes. The lowest heights of barrier of
prsim-C2n and of prism carbon sheets were found to be about
150 kJ mol−1 and about 30 kJ mol−1, respectively. It follows that
the prism tubes are expected to be thermally more stable than
the prism sheets. The relative ordering of the heights of the
lowest barriers for the prism-C2n, prism carbon sheets, and
prism carbon tubes can be understood as follows. Tetravalent
carbons in the prism sheets and tubes have the larger strains
than formally trivalent carbons in the prism-C2n, and thus the
prism-C2n are thermally more stable. Comparing the prism
sheets with the prism tubes, the vertical bonds connecting
polygons in the prism sheets are more easily broken. This is
because the vertical bonds more easily stretch outside, whereas
the stretching motions of the vertical bonds of the prism tube
cause compression of the neighboring bonds along the straight
lines on the side faces. The prism tube analogues of C12H8 and
C18H12 exhibit bond breakings in the polygons, whereas the
vertical bonds favor breaking in the prism-C2n and the prism
sheets.

Exploration of wavy carbons

The explorations of the wavy structures were initiated for
C2nH4. Starting from flat ladder forms of C2nH4 (n = 3–20) with
an initial distance of all CC bonds to be 0.14 nm, geometry opti-
mizations were done. The explorations of wavy-C2n (n > 10)
were then conducted.[22] The geometry optimization calcula-
tions were started from regular polygon prism structures. The
initial lengths of the bond in the polygon and the vertical bond
were 0.144 and 0.150 nm, respectively. These calculations were
done at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) level by using GRRM14.

Periodic wavy carbon structures were optimized by using
PBC of G09. To reduce computational demands and to avoid
the difficulties of PBC calculations arising from large basis func-
tions, PBC optimizations were carried out at the RHF/STO-3G
level. We chose this level for the minimal-basis ab initio calcula-
tions, because this series of structures is expected to follow the
same tendency as that of prism-C2n and prism carbon sheets,
which do not show any substantial effect on the optimized
bond connections by the different levels between RHF/STO-3G,
RHF/3-21G, B3LYP/6–31G(d), B3LYP/6–311++(2d,2p), B3LYP/cc-
pVDZ, and B3LYP/cc-pVTZ.

The initial structures of the periodic wavy structures were
determined based on the results of C2nH4 and wavy-C2n and of
prism carbons. Wavy-Cn sheets (n = 2, 6, and 8) were produced
by 2D-PBC energy-minimization calculations. One translational
vector (Tv1) is along the wave direction of carbon chains
including the Cn unit, and the other translational vector (Tv2) is
along the straight arrays of edges of the rectangular four-
membered rings. The initial length of Tv2 was set to be
0.160 nm, which was referred to a typical CC distance between
the adjacent polygons in prism-Cn tubes. The initial lengths of

Tv1 were set to be longer by increasing the number of atoms
employed in the wave unit. The wavy-C2 sheet means that a
sheet with a unit cell consisting of two carbon atoms. In this
case, carbon atoms along the wave direction are arranged to
be an up–down form. The initial geometries of the wavy-C2
sheet were determined by a manner as follows: The distance of
the neighboring carbon atoms was set to be 0.160 nm, and the
angle of three adjacent carbon atoms was set to be $120! with
the opposite sign between the neighbors as (−)(+) and so
on. Thus, the initial length of the Tv1 was set to be
0.160 × 31/2 = 0.27713 nm. The initial geometries of the wavy-
C6 sheet, consisting of six atoms in the unit cell, were deter-
mined by a manner as follows: The distance of the neighboring
carbon atoms was set to be 0.160 nm, and the angle of three
adjacent carbon atoms was set to be 120! with the ordering of
signs to be (−)(−)(−)(+)(+)(+). The initial length of the Tv1 for
the wavy-C6 sheet was set to be 0.160 × 31/2 × 2 = 0.55426 nm.
The initial geometries of the wavy-C8 sheet, including eight
atoms in the unit cell, were determined in a manner as follows:
The distance of the neighboring carbon atoms was set to be
0.160 nm, and the angle of three adjacent carbon atoms was
set to be 135! with the ordering of signs to be (−)(−)(−)(−)(+)
(+)(+)(+). The initial length of the Tv1 for the wavy-C8 sheet was
set to be 0.160 × (21/2 + 1) × 2 = 0.77255 nm.

A wavy-C36 tube was produced by 1D-PBC energy-
minimization calculations based on the wavy-C36. The initial
translational vector along the tube axis was set to be 0.160 nm.

The geometry optimizations starting from the flat ladder
forms of C2nH4 (n = 3–20) gave various ladder-type structures.
When the size was up to n = 8 (C16H4), we found that the lad-
der adopted a wavy form 23 (Fig. 14A). This C2h structure of
C16H4 clearly shows an interesting nature of a carbon ladder
that preferentially adopts a wavy form in larger systems. Thus,
we have investigated the structures by increasing the size up to
n = 20, until obtaining a remarkably waving C40H4 24 (Fig. 14B).
After the geometry optimization calculations starting from reg-
ular polygon prism structures of C2n (n > 10), they preferentially
adopt wavy forms with concave polygons in various shapes
25–27 (Figs. 14C–14E) rather than forming convex polygons.
We confirmed that the optimized geometries of 23–27 are defi-
nitely at the potential minima by the normal mode analyses
showing no imaginary frequencies.

Stabilization energies through the geometry optimizations
were in the range of 175–550 kJ mol−1: 23: 248.68, 24: 550.01,
25: 175.04, 26: 205.14, and 27: 235.85 kJ mol−1. Any of the flat
ladder forms of C2nH4 (n = 3–20) was stabilized to a convexly
curved or a wavy form, and longer ladders showed larger stabi-
lization energies. Any of the initial regular convex polygon
prism structures of C2n (n > 10) was stabilized also to wavy
forms with concave polygons. The prism structures with larger
polygons showed slightly larger stabilization energies. The
height of the lowest barrier from 23 estimated with the SHS-
ADDF method was 23.1 kJ mol−1. This is a pathway to a con-
vexly curved ladder form at 37.5 kJ mol−1 lower than 23.

The four-membered rings appeared in 23–27 form nearly
rectangular shapes. The bond angles along the long side
(i.e., not at the rungs) of the ladder structures are mostly in the
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range from 135! to 150!, which correspond to the inner angles
of regular polygons from octagon to dodecagon. This finding is
nearly correlated with the stability of the prism-C2n (n = 8–10,
12) in Table 1. The CC bond lengths in the wavy ladders 23 and
24 are widely distributed in the range of 0.135–0.154 nm both
for the longer sides and the rungs, whereas in the wavy form of
the ring-closed ladders C2n (25–27) the bond lengths in the
polygons are 0.139–0.148 nm. They are mostly shorter than
those of the side faces (0.147–0.159 nm). This distribution of
the bond lengths is similar to that of the prism-C2n: for exam-
ple, in the prism-C20, the lengths of the bond in the decagon
and the vertical bond of prism-C20 (12) are 0.144 and 0.148 nm,
respectively.

The wavy ring-closed ladders C2n 25–27 form concave poly-
gons that cause several dent parts, which increase with the
number of atoms: two, three, and four dents appear in 25, 26,
and 27, respectively. This tendency seems to be related with
the bond angle distributions between 135! and 150! in the
opened ladder forms mentioned above, which can determine
the limitation of the curvature of the ring-closed ladders.

The bond lengths are mostly shorter than the typical single
CC bond length of 0.154 nm. This suggests their unsaturated
characteristics, which can make additional bonds. This means
that the wavy open- and closed-ladders are expected to
become a unit of a sheet- or tube-type structures by connect-
ing with each other at the both ends of the rungs.

The 2D-PBC calculations searching for the local minima gave
three types of wavy carbon sheets 28–30 (Figs. 15A–15C),
where lattices are cut at certain ranges, though the calculations
were done for 2D-infinite systems. The PBC calculations were
performed with the unit atoms and translational vectors speci-
fied in the respective figures in Figure 15.

The 1D-PBC calculation based on a wavy form of C72 in
Figure 14E yielded wavy-C36 tube 31 (Fig. 16), where a range of
10 bonds along the tube axis are visualized, though calculations
were done for the infinite system.

We estimated the energies per one carbon atom relative to
graphene at the same level of the PBC calculations. The results
are shown in Table 1 in comparison with other types of car-
bons. The relative energies of the wavy carbons 28–31 are

comparable with the smaller prism-Cn tubes of n = 3, 6, and
8 but are much smaller than the larger prism-Cn tubes of
n = 10, 12, 16, and 20. This indicates that the tetravalent carbon
structures in the larger prism tubes hold strong steric strains,
whereas the strains of the smaller prism tubes structures are
not so severe. In the view of this tendency, the strains in the
wavy carbons 28–31 are as moderate as the smaller prism
tubes.

The bond lengths in the wavy carbons 28–31 are slightly lon-
ger than or even equal to the typical single bond length of
0.154 nm. This bond character is very similar to the prism tubes.
The bonds along the straight-line directions (e.g., the C1 ! C10

direction in Figs. 15 and 16) of the wavy carbons 28–31 show
nearly the same lengths of about 0.161 nm, which agree well
with the corresponding bond lengths on the side face (between
two polygons) of the prism-Cn tubes (n = 8–12). The bonds
along the wavy (bend)-line direction in 28–31 are in the range
of 0.153–0.160 nm, which is similar well to the bond lengths on
the regular polygons of the prism tubes. The shortest bond
lengths of 0.1528–0.1538 nm correspond with a typical single
bond length of 0.154 nm.

For 28–31, carbon-chains along the straight-line are exactly
straight, that means, all of the bond angles along the line are
180! . The bond angles along the wavy-line are: 107.5! in 28,
116.7! and 125.9! in 29, 118.8! and 133.0! in 30, 125.3!, 115.9!,
119.1!, 137.4!, and 147.0! in 31. These angles correspond to
the inner angles of polygons from pentagon (106!) to decagon
(144!). This tendency may be related with the relative energies
of 28–31, which is also similar to the prism-Cn tubes (n = 5–10).

In 28, all carbon sites are equivalent. Both sides of the sheet
are also equivalent. All four-membered rings adopt the same
rectangular shape. The directions of the straight carbon-chain
axis and the up–down carbon-chain are mutually orthogonal
on the sheet plane. The van der Waals thickness of 28 is esti-
mated to be 0.431 nm by using van der Waals radius of carbon
atoms 0.170 nm.

In 29, there are only two types of carbon sites: top (C3 and
C6 in Fig. 15B) and edge (C1, C2, C4, C5, and C7 in Fig. 15B).
These two sites are assumed to show different chemical prop-
erties. Correspondingly, there are two types of rectangular

Figure 14. Various wavy forms of C2nH4 and C2n
optimized at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) level. A) C16H4(23), B)
C40H4(24), C) C48(25), D) C60(26), and E) C72(27).
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four-membered rings. Both sides of this sheet are equivalent.
The van der Waals thickness of 29 is estimated to be
0.637 nm.

In 30, there are only two types of carbon sites: top (C3, C4,
C7, and C8 in Fig. 15C) and edge (C1, C2, C5, C6, and C9 in
Fig. 15C). These two sites are assumed to show different chemi-
cal properties. There are three types of rectangular four-
membered rings. Both sides of this sheet are equivalent. The
van der Waals thickness of 30 is estimated to be 0.751 nm.

The shape of 31 shows a fourfold symmetry of D4h. In 31,
there are five types of carbon sites, C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5 in
Figure 16. Chemical properties of these sites are expected to be
different. There are six types of rectangular four-membered
rings. The outer van der Waals diameter of 31 is estimated to
be 1.71 nm, and the diameter of the inner van der Waals hole
is estimated to be about 0.2 nm. The size of the inner hole is
large enough to contain some ions inside.

Regarding the geometrical stabilities, from the relative ener-
gies, bond lengths, and the bond angles, the present wavy car-
bon structures 28–31 are considered to be similar to the prism-
Cn tubes of n = 5, 6, 7, and 8. The barrier height calculations for
the infinite systems 28–31 are too difficult to carry out.

Figure 16. Wavy-C36 tube 31 obtained by 1D-PBC calculations with a unit of
36 atoms in a plane including 1–6. The translational vector is 1–1’ (0.1608 nm).
All 36 atoms of the unit in a D4h geometry are located on a plane perpendicular
to the tube axis.

Figure 15. Wavy-Cn sheets. A) Wavy-C2 sheet 28

obtained by 2D-PBC calculations with a unit of
two atoms (1, 2). The translational vectors are 1–1’
(0.1608 nm) and 1–3 (0.2497 nm) with a mutual
angle of 90! . CCC angle (1–2-3) is 107.52! . B)
Wavy-C6 sheet 29 obtained by 2D-PBC calculations
with a unit of six atoms (1–6). The translational
vectors are 1–1’ (0.1606 nm) and 1–7 (0.5604 nm)
with a mutual angle of 90! . C) Wavy-C8 sheet 30
obtained by 2D-PBC calculations with a unit of
eight atoms (1–8). The translational vectors are
1–1’ (0.1607 nm) and 1–9 (0.6530 nm) with a
mutual angle of 90! .
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However, from the energy barriers about 80 kJ mol−1 obtained
for tri[4]prismane (C12H8) 21 and tri[6]prismane (C18H12) 22 in
the study on the similar system, prism-Cn tubes, we can infer
that the wavy carbon structures 28–31 are also chemically and
thermally stable enough at a similar level of the prism-Cn tubes.

We have to mention the long-range stability of periodic sys-
tems. There are some negative reports, which doubted the
existence of 2D layers for 2D crystals[33,34] and large mem-
branes.[35,36] These systems, however, are rather forced to be a
flat plane structure, and most likely the constraint makes the
systems unstable. In this respect, the wavy-carbon sheets 28–

30 are different from those criticized systems. Our new sheets
are not forced to hold the forms and are firmly constructed
with tetravalent carbon atoms with four single bonds of ordi-
nary bond lengths. Therefore, we consider that these wavy-
sheets will show different characters from those other 2D layers
and will be stable enough to exist.

Peculiar characteristics of carbon frames

During the search of new carbon allotropes given above, we
found peculiar carbon atoms far from the tetravalent carbon
atoms. EQ19 in Figure 1 as well as EQ171 and EQ298 in
Figure 2 show 5–6 adjacent atoms around one carbon atom,
which seem to be a hypervalent or hyper-coordinated carbon
atom. These atypical hypervalent carbon atoms were studied
on hexa-coordinated carbons of (CH)6

2+[37–39] and also on the
larger coordination numbers.[40,41] The SHS-ADDF method can
explore not only typical but also atypical structures without any
preconditions beforehand.

In contrast to the typical tetravalent carbon of sp3 hybridization,
the tetravalent carbons found in prism-Cn tubes, prism-C2n sheets,
and wavy carbons shown in Figures 9–12, 15, and 16 are far from
the regular sp3 tetrahedral structure. In the case of prism-C2n
sheets, three atoms are located in a trigonal or nearly trigonal
directions within a plane, and the remaining one atom is arranged
on a vertical direction, as can be seen in Figures 9–12. In other
cases of prism-tubes and wavy carbons, a couple of adjacent
atoms are arranged on a straight line, but another couple of
adjacent atoms are arranged via the central atom in a bent con-
figuration, as can be seen in Figures 15 and 16. Among the con-
figurations in Figures 15 and 16, the angle among the bent array
of three atoms is the largest (162!) for prism-C20 tube and the
smallest (60!) for prism-C3 tube. In the largest tube of prism-C20,
the bond angle along the polygon edge is 162! , which is only 18!

smaller with respect to the completely linear case of 180! yielding
the exactly cross-shaped tetravalent carbon configuration.

The prism and wavy carbon structures are highly energetic
systems. Table 1 shows relative energies per one carbon atom
for these carbon systems (denoted as energetic index EI). For
the wavy, prism tube, and prism sheet carbon structures, the
relative energies were measured with respect to graphene, at
the RHF/STO-3G level. For the prsim-C2n, the relative energies
were measured with respect to fullerene C60, at the B3LYP/
6–31G(d) level. The highly energetic property of these struc-
tures may be ascribed to the highly strained local structures
around carbon atoms. The prism and wavy carbon structures

hold atypical steric configurations around carbon atoms, which
are far from typical sp3, sp2, or sp hybridizations.

The prism-C2n (n = 8–20) structures are slightly energetic
with EI of about 130–140 kJ mol−1. This level of EI is nearly two
times as large as the EI for tetrahedrane 5, which is estimated
as 63.75 kJ mol−1. EI for 5 can be estimated as 255/4 =
63.75 kJ mol−1, since 5 has four carbon atoms and an extra
chemical energy of 255 kJ mol−1 with respect to the global
minimum isomer of vinylacetylene 1.

The prism sheets are also slightly energetic with EI of about
100–160 kJ mol−1. This is comparable to the most unstable iso-
mer of C4H4 (EQ31 in Fig. 1) whose EI is estimated as
576.6/4 = 144.15 kJ mol−1. This difference between the prism-
C2n and the prism sheets may be ascribed to their chemical
bonding. As can be seen from the listed bond lengths in
Table 1, the prism-C2n structures have conjugated bond charac-
ters, whereas the prism sheets contain many bonds longer than
or comparable to the typical single bond.

The prism tubes and wavy carbon structures are more highly
energetic with EI of about 200–350 kJ mol−1. This is because
most bonds are clearly longer than the typical single bond. The
bonds in prism tubes and wavy carbon structures are consid-
ered to be weak single bonds.

These energetic carbon allotropes may become ideal energy
reservoirs, because energy can be charged or discharged with
no consumption of additional materials nor production of
waste materials. Transformation among various forms of car-
bons may be possible without additional materials. The first
problem of the carbon allotropes is how to synthesize them.
And the second problem is how to use them, that means, how
to charge and discharge energy using the materials.

Preceding studies on carbon structures with four-membered

rings

We have reviewed the carbon structures including four-
membered rings as a key unit, which were recently found by
our studies. However, some studies on carbon structures with
four-membered rings were reported[42–54] prior to our studies.
Last but not least, we wish to review the details of these pre-
ceding studies as comparing with our investigations.

A computational study on the isomers of C4H4 was reported
in 2006.[42] They explored the PES by density functional theory
(DFT), G2M, and CCSD(T), and found 31 EQs, 54 TSs, 11 DCs,
and 8 minima that were rearranged to more stable structures
by changing the calculation levels. The number of EQs is almost
the same as that obtained from our exploration (32 EQs),
whereas the number of TSs much smaller than that our results
(171 TSs, see the first section of Results and Discussions). The
difference is in the structures in high energy, such as carbenes
and biradical structures. Further detailed computational studies
will be needed to discuss these TS structures. An experimental
and computational study on C6H4 in the context of the forma-
tion of o-benzyne was reported in 2011.[43] They investigated
the detailed reaction pathways around o-benzyne.

The hydrocarbons in a ladder form were computationally inves-
tigated in 2001[44] and 2009,[45] and the curve shape of the ladder
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hydrocarbons were reported as we saw in C10H4. The structures
and energies of butalene and its homologues C2nH4 (n = 3–5)
were studied in connection with aromaticity by DFT calculations
at the BLYP/6–31G(d) level, and the curved ladder structures were
observed from n ≥ 4.[44] Extensive computational studies on cyclo-
butalenoids C2nH4 (n = 2–10) with B3LYP, CASSCF, and CCSD(T)
methods resulted in curved ladder structures from n ≥ 3.[45]

The first computational studies of [n]-prismanes (C2nH2n),
hydrocarbons in a prism form, were reported in 1988.[46] They
investigated the structures of C2nH2n (n = 3–12) at the RHF/STO-
3G, 3-21G, and 6–31G(d) levels within constrained geometries in
a Dnh symmetry. Computational studies of [n]-prismanes at a
higher level B3LYP/6–311 + G(2df,p) was reported in 2006.[47]

They confirmed that [n]-prismanes (n = 3–10) are stable in a Dnh

symmetry with no imaginary vibrational eigenvalues and that
[n]-prismanes (n > 10) do not hold the Dnh prismatic configura-
tions in the equilibrium state, whereas prism-C2n (n = 3–20) hold
the prismatic configuration up to n = 20. This difference infers
that a prism form can favor carbon allotropes (e.g., prism-C2n)
rather than hydrocarbons (e.g., [n]-prismanes).

We have demonstrated the possibility of several types of
polymers of the prism-C2n unit with unsaturated bonds in this
article. We came up with the idea of the polymerization by fol-
lowing the fact that carbon allotropes with unsaturated bonds
can undergo polymerization reactions, for example, fullerene-
C60-polymers.[48–50] Some of the prism-C2n-polymers in a sheet
form can be categorized according to the classification rule of
carbon structures based on hybridization and the number of
connected covalent bonds reported in 2013.[51] For instance,
prism-C12-sheet-A (16), prism-C24-sheet-C (18), and prism-C24-
sheet-D (19) belong to L6 of the group [2Dc,4], L4–8 of the group
[2Dc,4], and L4–6-12 of the group [2Dc, 4], respectively. The
prism-Cn tubes are polymers of Cn monocyclic rings, which is
similar to poly[n]prismanes (n = 3–6).[30–32] The size of the Cn
monocyclic rings is limited to n < =6 to form poly[n]
prismanes,[30] whereas at least the ring size up to n = 20 is pos-
sible to form prism-Cn tubes. The maximum number of the
rings to polymerize is six for poly[n]prismanes giving C28H8,

[32]

whereas longer prism-Cn tubes can converge, and we have not
found the limitation number of the polymerization.

The buckled graphene is a popular carbon allotrope with a
wavy shape, where the neighboring carbon atoms are alter-
nately raised and lowered.[52–54] This means, the six-membered
ring in the buckled graphene is not flat. The wavy-Cn 23–27

form a similar wavy shape, however, any of the four-membered
rings is flat. This similarity and the difference in carbon position
can influence the property and stability of the structures.

Conclusions

This article presented our recent findings on carbon allotropes
with four-membered ring structures in the context of the global
exploration of potential energy surfaces. The new carbon allo-
trope family includes prism-C2n, polymerized prism-C2n, prism-
C2n sheets, prism-Cn tubes, and wavy-Cn. The basic unit is a Cn
monocyclic ring structure, and the units are connected to each
other in various combinations to form the structures. A

common characteristic is that they consist of four-membered
rings as a key unit. A four-membered ring is a known structure
unit, which can be found in several organic molecules, for
example, cubane, but has not been well studied as a unit of
carbon allotropes compared to larger membered-rings, such as
five- and six-membered rings. We determined the structures
and energies with several levels of DFT calculations, confirmed
the bond property with the QTAIM method, examined the low-
est energy barrier from the equilibrium structure with the SHS-
ADDF method, and concluded that these carbon structures
have high energy but are located in a well deep enough to
exist. Some of the bond lengths observed in the structures do
not belong to any of typical carbon–carbon bond lengths. This
atypical bond property can be categorized to a new chemical
bonding.

The benefit of the structure exploration on quantum
mechanical potential energy surfaces is that one can directly
discuss the possibility of the existence based on the electronic
structure and energy. If TS structures and energies not only EQ
are obtained, more detailed discussions on the possibility of
the existence are possible. The prediction presented in this arti-
cle is supported by EQ and TS structures and energies with sev-
eral DFT calculations. Further investigations with more precise
or dynamics calculations will give more detailed information on
this carbon allotrope family.

We have demonstrated the variety of carbon allotropes with
four-membered rings. But we do not think that we have com-
pleted the exploration of structures belonging to this family.
There must be another possible direction to explore. This is a
challenging topic, which we have been working on indeed.

We believe that the exploration of structures and reactions
on potential energy surfaces will show us more interesting sci-
ence, and we will never forget the encouragement by Prof.
Morokuma with his passion for chemistry.
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